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Abstract This paper outlines a development of rational mechanics which may potentially lead to a more
unified mechanics of materials. The intention of considerations is to provide in a future a theoretical context
for systematic engineering activity in various scales. Methodological considerations leading to a development
on the above way are the first aim of this paper. We consider the multiscale method of modelling called
collection of dynamical systems with dimensional reduction. Within this approach, the scale of averaging
applied in modelling is formalized. Therefore transition between various scale models is possible. In order to
make the dimensional reduction procedure realizable, we have to formulate continuum mechanics with finite-
dimensional fields in connection with an elementary dynamical system. Such a step is also aimed at obtaining the
possibility of the consideration of atomistic and continuum models within one consistent theoretical scheme.
One accentuates the particular role of nanoscale models as a bridge between atomistic models and more
averaged continuum description. One discusses the methodology of nanoscale modelling accentuating the
particular role of the free energy and methodology of defining this function.
1 Introduction
Contemporary engineering is developed in many directions and in relation to various scales. Efficient design
of constructions and manufacturing processes depends on theoretical models which we apply to this end. In
particular, the state of theory determines also the possibility of automatizing processes of design by means of
computers.
We observe such a situation in case of engineering related to scale corresponding to traditional construc-
tions in our environment where the theory applied is predominantly well developed. However, we observe
also a tendency in engineering towards decreasing of scale where design of devices is carried out. The most
outstanding example of this tendency is the promotion of nanotechnology. Frequently, design of nanotechno-
logical devices has to be based on experience of scientists realizing experiments in a corresponding field since
theory is not so effective in small scale as this is the case for traditional constructions.
Let us notice that we can support efficiently the design process by numerical simulations when construction
works in elastic range. In case of transition to inelastic deformation for instance, we can also apply many
models. However, then the question on the range of validity of the equations appears. Frequently, support from
experiment is then necessary. In such a case, theory and numerical simulations have rather auxiliary character.
This means that we have not sufficient confidence in models of mechanics of materials when more complex
phenomena based on less clear physical processes appear. Such difficulties will increase when we would like
to design devices and material functions in relation to nanoscale.
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Summarizing, we would like to have at our disposal the possibility of design in all necessary scales. An
obstacle on this way is the necessity of determination of the range of validity of the theoretical model applied.
Usually, equations, especially related to mechanics of materials, have not precisely defined their range of
validity. This in turn suggests that the method of derivation of such equations is related to not entirely clear
methodology and perhaps physical foundations.
In order to overcome such a difficulty, we should have at our disposal a kind of unified mechanics of
materials in relation to various scales. Furthermore, the scale of averaging of properties of corresponding
processes within the model should be clearly defined. Within unified mechanics containing various cooperating
models, the range of validity of each model should be determined. This in turn is a necessary condition for
carrying out consistent numerical simulations of the design process. Transition between various models during
computation could be realized by means of critical conditions for the validity of particular models automatically.
Then, numerical simulations could be realized efficiently in the whole range of activity of physical processes
in which the designed process is involved.
The above discussion suggests the necessity of having at our disposal a kind of unified mechanics of
materials based on clear mathematical foundations and valid for a large range of phenomena. Let us note that
in the past we had to do with various attempts in theoretical mechanics which have similar aims. On the one
hand, the rational mechanics is constructed in order to provide theory based on a clear system of mathematical
assumptions in relation to continuum description [1]. On the other hand, statistical mechanics has tried to
provide more physical foundations, also for continuum mechanics, basing on atomistic calculations [2,3].
The rational mechanics is a successful step in mathematical formalization of continuum mechanics. How-
ever, its further development consists, to a higher degree, in transformation to a kind of mathematical mechanics.
It rests on application of various methods of mathematics in mechanics instead of constructing a consistent
unified theory. An obstacle on this way is related especially to the theory of constitutive equations. We observe
a division of mechanics of materials into parts related to particular phenomena, and the tendency to unification
is not too strong.
On the other hand, the statistical mechanics creates physical foundations for various theoretical models.
However, wide application of statistical mechanics encounters some obstacles related to complexity of atomistic
simulations. In particular, it is difficult to create models with larger scale of averaging by means of statistical
mechanics where many intermediate scale processes take place. The complexity of such processes makes
difficult the elaboration of appropriate methods of averaging.
We would say that there is a gap between statistical mechanics and rational mechanics. This gap is related
to the difficulty with averaging over many physical processes responsible for instance for inelastic deformation
which take place between atomistic scale and scale related to a traditional continuum. Let us also note that the
scale of averaging related to continuum models is usually not precisely specified.
The last aspect follows from the fact that within the rational mechanics the scale of averaging is not
formalized. Consequently, going towards unified theoretical mechanics, we should formalize the scale of
averaging.
Scales of averaging applied in continuum models are usually larger than microscale. Let us consider the
crystal plasticity as example where the scale of averaging is taken into account. Within this approach, the
scale is not formalized. This scale is manifested by objects which are modelled. Let us mention slip bands
for instance in case of crystal plasticity. Averaging over slip surfaces suggests that corresponding models are
related to microscale. However, many mechanisms of inelastic deformation are related to nanoscale. They
are associated for instance with single slip surface or single martensite variants and corresponding separate
interfaces. It suggests in turn that nanoscale models could be important.
Let us note that nanoscale models, important with respect to the discussed above mechanisms of inelastic
deformation, are not constructed in fact. Some nanoscale models for martensitic transformation for instance
exist without formalization of scale. Some others related to dislocation theory could be considered also as
nanoscale. However, a formal approach to modelling within this scale is not continued for several reasons.
First, the scale of averaging is not formalized. Secondly, corresponding nanoscale models are not well justified
with respect to applications. In engineering practice, we have to do rather with simpler and more averaged
models. Nanoscale models should be complicated. Then, we should justify what for such models should be
produced.
It seems that nanoscale models should fill the gap between atomistic models and the continuum models
related to larger scale. We should elaborate a method of transition between various scale models. Then,
transition from atomistic model to nanoscale model should be relatively simpler than directly to larger-scale
model since nanoscale models are connected with smaller representative volume. Transition to larger-scale
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model would be continued from nanoscale models. Thereby, nanoscale models could obtain its own status.
Furthermore, the increasing role of nanotechnology provides a new area of applications directly for nanoscale
models. The above discussion promotes in fact a multiscale description within mechanics of materials with
particular status of nanoscale models.
Let us also note that within mechanics of materials micromechanics is developed [4,5]. This is a kind
of multiscale mechanics. By means of micromechanics, we derive more averaged models of mechanics of
materials from premises related to a smaller scale.
Internal state variables are also applied for an averaged description of effects in materials following from
smaller scale. Efforts for formalizing such an approach within mechanics of materials and in context of the
rational mechanics are described in [6].
Let us note that with application of decreasing scale averaging during modelling, the role of dynamics of
processes increases. Thereby, smaller scale models should have larger connections with dynamical systems.
This suggests that we should promote a multiscale description which is based on the dynamical system
approach.
In this paper, one proposes various methods of modelling having the intention of obtaining in a future a
kind of unified theory of mechanics of materials. The presented approach is based on multiscale modelling
called here collection of dynamical systems with dimensional reduction. Formalization of scale of averaging
is introduced. The role of nanoscale models is presented by discussion of an example of nanoscale model of
martensitic transformation conjugated with nanoscale model of slip plasticity. One accentuates methodological
aspects of modelling especially related to methods of defining the free energy.
The method of theoretical description discussed in this paper is considered as a way of development of
rational mechanics towards incorporation of discrete models related to atomic scale and averaged continuum
models into one theoretical framework.
Within this paper, I try to promote the point of view that unified mechanics of materials should be constructed
taking into account two aspects. The first one states that the developed theory should be a well-defined
mathematical theory within which precise and formal considerations could be carried out. The second aspect
has to some degree opposite character. It states that the material modelled is physical structure present within
real world. Then, the theory applied approximates its behaviour only. Therefore, it is important to discuss, within
the applied model, the methodology of approximation of reality and by this status of applied mathematical
methods. There is a hope that within further development of unified mechanics of materials the methods of
approximation of reality will be systematized and also expressed in formal way.
Let us note that rational mechanics as such evolves rather towards mathematical mechanics neglecting to
large degree the methodology of approximation of reality.
The main aim of this paper is to elucidate a methodology which could be applied on the way leading
towards unified mechanics of materials within one work which is based on earlier papers of the author. One
accentuates the status of various theories within this approach. It is also suggested how continuum mechanics
could become a more physical theory by joining it by multiscale approach with more fundamental physical
theories. By this step, we promote in fact the interdisciplinary character of mechanics of materials.
2 Multiscale modelling by collection of dynamical systems with dimensional reduction
2.1 Introduction of collection of dynamical systems
With decreasing scale, we observe an increasing role of dynamics of processes. This suggests using a dynamical
system approach when we would like to describe the most elementary processes in small scale. Dynamical
systems theory is an important branch of mathematics [7] directed towards modelling of the evolution of
systems and is widely applied in physics and mechanics, see for instance [8]. Our considerations in this section
are based on [9,10].
We expect considerable complexity of phenomena related to small scale. Not all properties of these
processes are interesting for us. Thereby, we would like to have at our disposal some methods of simpli-
fication of this complex physical picture in order to refine properties more interesting for us of the system
modelled. A possible way for such a simplification is to distinguish some dynamical subsystems. Then, the
obtained structure of dynamical subsystems would be a base for the dimensional reduction procedure.
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We introduce first a dynamical system aimed at the description of phenomena on the most elementary level.
Such a system is called here the elementary dynamical system (EDS) and is given in a general form
ϕ˙ = L(ϕ, f) (1)
where ϕ ∈ Mϕ is the variable of this system, Mϕ is a space of admissible values of this variable, f ∈ F
represents external interactions acting on this system, and F stands for the space of admissible values of f .
External interactions are not always expressed in a simple form given by f . Sometimes, they appear as
interactions with other dynamical systems. Therefore, we introduce also an extended dynamical system
ϕ˙r = L(ϕr , fr ) (2)
where ϕr = {ϕ, ϕe} ∈ Mϕr and fr = {f, fe} ∈ Fr . In other words, the dynamical system (1) is a part of
that one defined by (2) and can be viewed as a particular case of (2). As a result of this an external dynamical
system with variable ϕe can be additionally distinguished, as a model of external interactions acting on EDS.
This gives a possibility of discussing a larger class of interactions of (1) with an external world.
The dynamical system (1) describes more elementary processes and its form is, by assumption, the most
complex. We tend towards simplifications of this system. To this end, we introduce a partition of (1) onto
a collection of P dynamical systems. This is carried out by partition of variable ϕ = {ϕh}, h ∈ IP ={1, 2, . . . , P}.
In order to use this partition for further simplifications, we introduce also additional notations, sets and
mappings. Let
∏
h Mh be the Cartesian product of sets Mh , where Mh stands for the set of admissible values
of ϕh . Let us introduce M ⊂
∏
h Mh as a subset of the Cartesian product. Then, M consists of ϕ = {ϕh}
which are possible solutions of Eq. (1). We consider also a projection πh : M → Mh in the Cartesian
product.
Let us distinguish also a collection of dynamical systems for the extended system and a set of indexes
IR related to them. Then, IR = IP ∪ IE , IP ∩ IE = ∅, where IP is related to (1) and IE = IR − IP is
connected with the external system. Furthermore, we distinguish a group of dynamical subsystems IG ⊂ IP
by selection of corresponding indexes. Then, IO = IR − IG represents indexes defining external with respect
to IG dynamical subsystems within (2).
New simplified equations have to be based on balance of mass and energy equations as the most fundamental
physical laws for the mechanics of materials. In order to create such equations for the collection of dynamical
systems, we should have at our disposal a set of additional notions making possible to formulate them.
Therefore, we introduce the following assumptions which represent general properties of the collection of
dynamical systems distinguished within the elementary dynamical system [9]:
1. Subsystems are distinguished by the determination of groups of variables ϕh = {ϕhα}, where α ∈ IAh, IAh
is a finite set related to the separate hth subsystem and h ∈ IP .
2. There exists a function m¯h(ϕh) = {mh1, . . . , mhβh } which assigns a set of masses for the hth subsystem.
The total mass of the system is mh = ∑i mhi . We have also that
∑
h βh = N , where N is the total number
of masses. Then, the functions m˜ : M → R P with property πh ◦ m˜({ϕh}) = mh and m : M →
R, m({ϕh}) =
∑
mh determine the total mass related to each subsystem and the total mass related to (1),
respectively.
3. There exists a function E˜ : M → R P , πh ◦ E˜({ϕh}) = Eh which assigns a value of energy to each of
the subsystems and E : M → R, E({ϕh}) =
∑
h Eh determines the total energy related to (1).
4. There exists a family of mappings Ji j : M → R, i, j ∈ IP , Ji j ({ϕh}) = Ji j called flux of mass from
j th subsystem to i th subsystem and Ji j + J ji = 0, Jii = 0.
5. There exists a family of mappings Wi j : M → R, i, j ∈ IP , Wi j ({ϕh}) = Wi j called flux of energy
from j th subsystem to i th subsystem and Wi j + W ji = 0, Wii = 0.
6. A source of mass is determined by the function c : M → R P , c({ϕh}) = {ci }. Then, ci = πi ◦ c({ϕh})
can be considered for each subsystem of the whole system and stands for the source of mass in i th
subsystem.
7. A source of energy is determined by the function R : M → R P , R({ϕh}) = {Ri }. Then, Ri =
πi ◦ R({ϕh}) can be considered for each subsystem of the whole system and stands for the source of
energy in i th subsystem.
8. Geometrical objects can be assigned to each subsystem. This is carried out with the help of mappings
Gx : M → E Pe , GL : M → (2Ee)P , GS : M → (2Ee)P , GV : M → (2Ee)P , where Ee
is the Euclidean space. The map Gx assigns some distinguished points to subsystems, GL introduces
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one-dimensional, GS two-dimensional, GV three-dimensional geometrical objects considered as subsets
of Ee and accompanied by distinguished subsystems.
All discussed assumptions and functions can also be introduced for the extended dynamical system (2). They
enable us considerations of balance of mass and energy equations for the collection of dynamical systems.
Geometrical elements allow us to create various relations associated with geometry of our space in relation to
dynamical subsystems.
2.2 Balance of mass and energy for collection of dynamical systems
By means of the assumptions introduced above, we are able to carry out an analysis of interchange of mass
between subsystems as well as to consider possible sources of mass which appear within subsystems. Then,
















(m˙i − ci ) = 0. (3)
The sum of masses interchanged between subsystems within IG without any interchange with an external
subsystems is equal to zero. Thus, we have
∑
i, j∈IG Ji j = 0. As a result, we can express the balance of mass









⎠ = 0. (4)
In Eq. (4), the terms Ji j describing the interchange of mass with external system IO appear. Then, Eq. (4) is
not entirely determined. Therefore, we should introduce an additional condition
Ji j = J¯i j , j ∈ IO . (5)
The form of J¯i j should be postulated by a kind of constitutive equations.
The balance of energy equation has similar structure as the balance of mass equation and is given by
∑
i∈IG
(E˙i − Ri ) +
∑
i∈IG , j∈IO
(Wi j + W ji ) +
∑
i∈IO
(E˙i − Ri ) = 0. (6)










⎠ = 0 (7)
with additional conditions
Wi j = W¯i j , j ∈ IO . (8)
Let us note that Ei and Wi j depend, in general, on the state of the whole system in accordance with Assumptions
3 and 5.
Equations (4), (5) and (7), (8) represent a general form of balance of mass and energy equations related to
an arbitrary distinguished group of subsystems within the collection of dynamical systems.
We consider here balance of mass and energy equations only. The balance of momentum equation is seen
here as law which is a consequence of the balance of mass and energy equations which sometimes can be
postulated independently.
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2.3 Description of the dimensional reduction procedure
The dimensional reduction procedure is a method of transition from an elementary dynamical system to a
simpler dynamical system having a smaller number of degrees of freedom.
The first step of the dimensional reduction consists in the option of new variables. Let d = {dh}, h ∈ IR be
a set of new variables which allows to describe, approximately, physical states represented by miscellaneous
ϕr . Let M¯ stand for the space of admissible values of d. dh describes the behaviour of hth subsystem in a
simplified form. We have by assumption that dimM¯ is considerably smaller than dimMϕ .
Let VT = {ϕ(t) : t ∈ T }, VT r = {ϕr (t) : t ∈ T } and V¯T = {d(t) : t ∈ T }. The first element of the
dimensional reduction procedure is based on the introduction of a mapping πT : VT r → V¯T which assigns
the dimensionally reduced process d(t) to ϕr (t) on the time interval T .
We introduce also FT = {f(t), t ∈ T } and F¯T = {f¯(t), t ∈ T } with mapping π f T : FT → F¯T which
transforms forces between elementary and reduced system.
We can introduce a division of variables d(t) into parts dp(t) and de(t) as corresponding with EDS and
external dynamical system in smaller scale. A similar partition is possible for f(t) and f¯(t) since they are con-
sidered here for the extended system. Thus, we carry out the dimensional reduction for the extended dynamical
system (2). However, our interest is related mainly to EDS given by (1).
The external dynamical system is purposed to model a larger class of external interactions. Thereby, the
external interactions related to EDS are given by f(t) and f¯(t) and furthermore by the form of the external
system. In particular, such a system can be reduced to the most simple form represented by static forces. Thus,
the dimensional reduction procedure should represent different procedures for EDS and for the external system
in general. This takes place since the discussed systems have separate status in the framework of the presented
description. However, we will use ϕ instead of ϕr and f instead of fr in what follows if it does not lead to mistake.
Let us introduce an operator L : Mϕr → Fr constructed with the help of Eq. (2) as L(ϕ) = L˜(ϕ, ϕ˙),
where L˜ is obtained from an equivalent to (2) equation in the form L˜(ϕ, ϕ˙) = fr . Then, the operator acting






πT π f T
(9)
Accordingly, the initially introduced equation LT (ϕ(t)) = f(t) induces, owing to the assumed πT and
π f T , a dimensionally reduced equation
L¯T (d(t)) = f¯ (10)
where L¯T = π f T ◦ LT ◦ π−1T . The operator L¯T can be determined with the help of solutions of Eq. (2)
and postulated mappings πT , π f T for each value of d(t). However, the structure of the operator L¯T is not
discussed yet since a too small number of assumptions is done at this moment.
Let us discuss a similar diagram for a group of subsystems IG ⊂ IP . Then, we carry out the following
decomposition VT r = VT G × VT O = {ϕ(t) = {ϕg(t), ϕl(t)}, g ∈ IG, l ∈ IO}. The symbol “×” does not
stand for Cartesian product operation but means a kind of relation in which ϕg,ϕl together create a solution
of (2). We introduce also decomposition FT = FT G × FT O in a similar way.
Owing to the above decompositions of domain and range, the operator LT can be expressed as LT =
LT (ϕl )({ϕg(t)}) × LT (ϕg)({ϕl(t)}).
The operator LT (ϕl ) : VT G → FT G depends on ϕl . Usually, not all ϕl ∈ VT O are necessary for determi-
nation of LT (ϕl ).
Let IG O stand for a set of indexes which indicate variables necessary for the determination of the operator
LT G := LT (ϕl ). Then, the operator LT can be expressed in simplified form as LT G × TC , where TC =
TC (ϕg, ϕc), c ∈ IG O . The operator TC can have considerably simpler form for the determination of external
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interactions in comparison with LT . With the help of TC , we are able to introduce additional equations necessary
for the determination of ϕc defining form of LT G within LT . The space VT r is reduced to VT G×VT C in this case.
The modified diagram (9) can be expressed now in the following form:
VT G × VT C LT G × TC FT G × FT C
  
V¯T G × V¯T C L¯T G × T¯C F¯T G × F¯T C .
πT π f T π f T C
(11)
Accordingly, the dimensionally reduced equation describing the evolution of group of subsystems is given
by
L¯T G(dc)({dg(t)}) = {f¯g}, (12)
T¯Cc(dg(t), dc(t)) = Bc. (13)
Diagram (11) allows to solve Eqs. (12), (13) by means of solutions of Eq. (2) and postulated form of
πT , π f T , π f T c. However, we would like to have a precise structure of L¯T G and T¯C in order to have at our
disposal possible to solution dimensionally reduced equations without using (2) incessantly.
We suggest to obtain corresponding equations by means of postulating the skeletal dynamical system
SDS(C) which depends on the family of constants C. The role of SDS is to represent a larger class of systems
which encompass approximately Eqs. (12) and (13). Accordingly, the general form of SDS in case of (12) and
(13) can be expressed as {L¯T G, T¯C }(C)(dg, dc) = {f¯, B}. Then, with the help of an identification method,
we can determine C = C¯, and as a result of this, we obtain also a reduced dynamical system RDS = SDS(C¯).
Finally, RDS represents an approximation of Eqs. (12) and (13).
The general structure of SDS should take into account fundamental laws in the first stage of formulation. In
case of mechanics of materials, such laws are expressed by balance of energy and balance of mass equations.
They have been previously formulated for a collection of dynamical systems.
A kind of variables d = {dh} also decides on the form of SDS. Furthermore, interactions between sub-
systems should be expressed by variables. To this end, we introduce a function of kinematical dependence
between subsystems.
Let Hdh = {d j : j ∈ I ah } be a set of values of the variable d j determined on a set of subsystems indexed
by elements of a set I ah . I
a
h represents all subsystems which interact with the hth one.
Let us introduce a function ah : Hdh → Vah , where Vah is a linear space. Accordingly, the function ah
assigns an element of the linear space connected with hth subsystem a set of values of variables d j related to
interacting subsystems. The function ah is called the function of kinematical dependence between subsystems.
The form of this dependence is embodied in elements of Vah .
We introduce also an additional concept of taking into account interactions between subsystems. Let
us consider a discrete set of variables {gh} related to a dimensionally reduced system. In order to describe
interactions between different systems, a value of gh type in a given point X can be useful. Consequently, we
admit the possibility of introducing this kind of quantity. We assume that it is possible to introduce a transmission
function Tx ({gh}) = gx which assigns a value of gx in the point X to the set of values {gh}. We introduce gx
as dependent on {gh}. Consequently, no additional degrees of freedom are produced by this kind of function.
The transmission function can be introduced also more generally without interpretation of variables in the
context of space position. Then, Tα({gh}) = gα assigns additional variables to the set of existing variables.
Sometimes such transformation allows to model interactions in a more convenient way.
Application of this function is possible with the help of the function ah which depends on the set of values
of fields distributed in space and describe just interactions. In particular, the function ah can also be defined
with the help of gx or gα .
Masses related to a dynamical system also undergo dimensional reduction. This is introduced by πM({mhi })
= {Mhp}. Thus, Mhp are inertia coefficients related to the hth subsystem and are present in the form of SDS.
Summing up these considerations, we have obtained some general premises for formulating the skeletal dy-
namical system. First, the balance of energy and mass equations should be taken into account. Next, quantities
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which appear in these equations should be plotted with dh and ah(d) as well as with new inertia characteristics,
in order to express state and interactions of subsystems. The transmission functions can be helpful to this end.
Let us discuss a concept of an identification method of constants defining RDS from SDS(C). Let C =
{ψ(t) : ψ ∈ M¯, t ∈ T } be a space of continuous time processes in M¯ with a metric ρ : C × C → R+ ∪ {0}.
We can construct two kinds of processes. The first one is based on solution ϕ(ϕ0, f)(t) of Eq. (2) and has the
form πT (ϕ(ϕ0, f)(t)). The second one is created by the skeletal dynamical system with assumed constants C.
Thus, we have a solution of equations of SDS as d(C, π(ϕ0), f¯)(t), where f¯(t) = π f T (f(t)). Let us consider
the function
h(ϕ0, f) = infC∈CE ρ(d(C, π(ϕ0), f¯)(t), πT (ϕ(ϕ0, f)(t))) (14)
where CE is an admissible set of constants for which the energy of the system is well approximated. It means
that for each C ∈ CE , E(ϕ)(t) ≈ E(d)(t).
Let C∗ stand for constants for which the function h attains a minimum. Then, a satisfactory approximation
should have the property that C∗ exhibits a weak dependence on d0 and f . This, in turn, is connected with
assumed functions πT and SDS which reflect the correctness of averaged modelling. Finally, we have to choose
a constant C¯ from the set of C∗ by an averaging method. Then,
C¯ = Av{C∗ : C∗(d0, f¯), d0 ∈ M¯, f¯ ∈ F¯)}, (15)
where Av means the averaging operation. The obtained constants C¯ determine a dimensionally reduced dy-
namical system RDS(C¯). By means of formulas (14) and (15), an approximation and identification procedure
denoted generally by app is established.
We can discuss also another kind of an approximation procedure. Let us assume that there is a relation
Rapp between variables and forces of SDS and constants cEDS considered in the elementary dynamical system.
Let us consider a system of equations
{L¯T G, T¯C }(C, dg, dc) = {f¯, B}, (16)
Rapp(dg, dc, f¯, Bc, cEDS) = 0. (17)
We assume that the Eq. (16) and the relation Rapp create together such a system of equations which enables
to determine C¯ = C(cEDS). In such a case, the reduced dynamical system is also determined.
Summing up these considerations, let us notice that the following general procedure is established:
{EDS, DR} → RDS(C¯). It means that the dimensional reduction procedure DR = {πT , π f T , SDS, app}
acting on an elementary dynamical system (2) leads to obtaining the reduced dynamical system RDS. Con-
sequently, RDS is considered as describing approximately the evolution of our initially introduced physical
system.
2.4 Remarks on the description of the system by various types of dimensional reductions
Having in mind the complexity of processes in small scale, we have assumed that a general model will contain
a set of submodels. Then, during the evolution of the material, we can sequentially apply various submodels
when the quality of description undergoes a change. Let us mention the transition of elastic material to slip on
a single slip surface. Then, after exceeding a critical condition, a new variable related to slip appears. It has
its own evolution equation.
In general, we can expect a considerable number of changes of type of models. When we apply a dimen-
sional reduction procedure in a very formal way, we are aware what kind of approximation of elementary
dynamical system is applied. Thereby, we can specify conditions when such an approximation is valid. This
leads to the determination of critical conditions for the validity of a given model on basis of the applied
dimensional reduction procedure.
It is expected that a future systematic activity in such a field will be possible owing to the context provided
by collection of dynamical systems. Then, full modelling of materials will contain corresponding equations
together with critical conditions for validity of particular models.
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3 Continuum with finite-dimensional fields
3.1 General formulation
We have formulated mathematical foundations of continuum mechanics within rational mechanics [1]. We
discuss here some generalization of this formulation with special regard to placing it in the more general
theory of collection of dynamical systems with dimensional reduction.
Let us note that continuum mechanics describes properties of a material in a more averaged way than
this is done by molecular dynamics for instance. However, fields on continuum create predominantly infinite-
dimensional spaces. On the other hand, molecular dynamics equations have a finite number of degrees of
freedom. Thereby, equations of continuum mechanics should be reformulated in order to have a smaller num-
ber degree of freedom than the atomistic models have. Only then the continuum theory can be considered as
simpler and can be obtained by means of the dimensional reduction procedure.
The idea of introducing finite-dimensional fields consists in the assumption on validity of balance equations
not for all subbodies of the body B but only for their determined family K. It is in fact a generalization of
classical formulation since all subbodies create a particular case of K.
The notions of the classical continuum should be modified with respect to a finite family of subbodies K in
order to obtain spaces of finite-dimensional fields. We would like also to connect notions related to continuum
with an elementary dynamical system. To this end, mappings defining geometrical objects related to dynamical
subsystems will be used. They have been introduced in general assumptions characterizing the collection of
dynamical systems.
Consequently, we can consider mappings Gx , GL , GS, GV which assign zero, one, two and
three-dimensional geometrical objects to each subsystem correspondingly.
Let us apply the special case of the map GV : M → (2Ee)P as GV = G K . Let MK = {K} be
a set of possible families of K = {Kh}, where Kh ⊂ Ee and int Kg ∩ int Kh = ∅, g, h ∈ IP . Then,
G K : M → MK , G K ({ϕh}) = K. We introduce also the mapping G K h({ϕh}) = Kh .
Consequently, the mapping G K introduces three-dimensional disjoint subsets of Ee which will be further
interpreted as partition of the body B into the set of subbodies Kh and
⋃
Kh .
Let us note that G K ({ϕh}(t)) = {Kh}(t) describe the evolution of B(t) =
⋃
h Kh(t) in time. Kh(t) will
be also denoted by χt (Kh) in what follows.
Definition 1 The body associated with the dynamical system ϕ˙ = L(ϕ, f) is defined with the help of mapping
G K as Bϕ = ⋃h∈IP Kh .
Let us apply also the function Gx = Gχ which assigns a point χh as a distinguished point of χ(Kh) to each
subsystem. Thereby, Gχ : M → {{χh}}. We introduce also a mapping χ¯ : MK → {{χh}}. Consequently,
Gχ = χ¯ ◦ G K . In particular Gχ = G I defines Xh as a distinguished point of Kh in a reference configuration.
Let Hχh = {χm, m ∈ I ah } be a particular case of the set Hαh defined in the previous section. Then,
we introduce the function ah : Hχh → Vah and a : {{Hχh}} → {{ah({χm})}} as a function of kinematical
dependence between subsystems defined here with the help of family K. Vah is a linear space.
The function χ¯ assigns a set of discrete values of the field χh, h ∈ IP to the body B with the help of the
family K. Similarly, the function a assigns a set of discrete values of the field ah, h ∈ I to the body. However,
ah depends on the finite set of values χm, m ∈ I ah . The definition of the finite set is introduced with the help
of the set of indexes I ah . This set in turn contains indexes of elements of K which have influence on the value
of ah . Usually, they will be related to some neighbouring sets Ki of Kh . Thus, the functions χ¯ and a together
can express nonlocal properties of the body.
Let V¯D = {{χ¯ , a} : {χ¯ , a} = {χh, ah}, h ∈ IP}. Let us define the space Vκ of deformation functions
χκ of the body B with respect to a given configuration κ as Vκ = {χκ : χκ = λ ◦ κ−1, λ, κ ∈ C} [1]. Let
furthermore, αχ : V¯D → Vκ be a function and χKκ = α({χh, ah}), χKκ (Xh) = χh .
Definition 2 The deformation function associated with the distinguished family of subbodies K is a function
χKκ of the form χKκ = αχ({χh, ah}).
Definition 3 The motion of the body B associated with the family of sets K is a continuous map χt : [0, T ] →
{χKκ }.
With the help of above definitions, we have obtained deformation function and motion of the body in con-
nection with the elementary dynamical system. This connection is expressed by means of functions G K and Gχ .
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Let us notice that by means of functions ah , gradients of various degree can be introduced. Consequently,
these functions will be important for the determination of constitutive equations.
We also introduce a function T¯ on K, which represents temperature, as T¯ : K → R P , T¯ ({Kh}) = {Th}.
Let I bh ⊂ IP and HT h = {Tn, n ∈ I bh }. Then, we introduce a function bh by analogy to ah as bh : HT h → Vbh
and b : {{HT h}} → {{bh(Tn)}}.
Let us note that assignation of the value Th to the point χh in χ(Kh) is not so simple as defining χh which
has direct geometrical interpretation. At this moment, we do not discuss this problem precisely. Larger context
for defining the temperature within continuum mechanics description will be discussed in what follows.
Let V¯TM = {{T¯ , b} : {T¯ , b} = {Th, bh}, h ∈ IP}, VTM = {T (x) : x ∈ χ(B)}. Let us consider a function
αT : V¯TM → VTM and T K = αT ({Th, bh}).
Definition 4 The temperature field T K associated with the distinguished family of subbodies K is the field
obtained with the help of the function αT as T K = αT ({Th, bh}).
The function αχ assigns a deformation function field χKκ to the set of its discrete values. The aim of this
function is to introduce a continuous field χ on the body B. A similar role plays the function αT for T . Thus,
the spaces of such fields Imαχ ⊂ Vκ and ImαT ⊂ VTM are finite-dimensional, where Imφ means the image
of a function φ. Consequently, we have obtained a continuum with finite-dimensional fields in relation to an
elementary dynamical system.
3.2 Balance of mass and energy for continuum mechanics
In the previous section, we have introduced assumptions related to the collection of dynamical systems. They
admit the existence of functions m˜, Jϕi j , cϕ, Eϕ, Wϕi j , Rϕ which introduce masses mi , efflux of mass Ji j ,
source of mass ci , efflux of energy Wi j and source of energy Ri accompanied by subsystems. Consequently,
the mentioned functions indexed here by ϕ are referred directly to the elementary dynamical system.
We use these functions to the reformulation of the general form of balance of mass and energy equations
defined for collection of dynamical systems to the case of continuum.
Let m˜ : M → {{mh}} be a mapping which determines a set of masses related to collection of dynamical
systems. Let MM = {{Mh}} and M : MK → MM be a function which determines masses assigned to Kh .
We have also that πh ◦ M(K) = Mh , where Mh is the total mass related to Kh . Mh are defined by means of the
relation M ◦ G K = i ◦ m˜, where i is identity mapping. Consequently, a system of masses related to continuum
is introduced by means of mapping m˜ defined on an elementary dynamical system. Let B = ⋃h Kh, h ∈ IB ,
where IB ⊂ IP is a set of indexes defining an arbitrary subbody B of the body also denoted by B. Then,
M(B) = ∑h∈IB Mh . Using this definition, we obtain the mass related to subbodies as a kind of measure
defined on the body.
The energy accompanied by the elementary dynamical system is introduced by means of the function
Eϕ : M → R P . Then, energy E : MK → {Eh}, Eh = πh ◦ E({Kh}) assigned to each Kh , is defined by
means of the relation E ◦ G K = i ◦ Eϕ . As a result, we are able to define the energy related to the subbody as
E(B) = ∑h Eh . We assume further that E = E + T is the sum of internal energy and kinetic energy.
Source of mass cϕ : M → R P and source of energy Rϕ : M → R P are defined now as C : MK →
R P , R : MK → R P by means of relations C ◦ G K = i ◦ cϕ and R ◦ G K = i ◦ Rϕ . These quantities are
defined for subbodies by means of expressions C(B) = ∑h Ch, R(B) =
∑
h Rh .
Efflux of mass Jϕi j : M → R and efflux of energy Wϕi j : M → R are defined as Ji j : Ki × K j → R,
where Ji j is determined by means of Ji j ◦ (G K i × G K j ) = i ◦ Jϕi j and Wi j : Ki × K j → R, where we obtain
Wi j from Wi j ◦ (G K i × G K j ) = i ◦ Wϕi j .
Let us consider the boundary of the body ∂B = ∂ ⋃h Kh . Then, J (∂B) =
∑
i∈IB ,m∈IP−IB Jim and
W (∂B) = ∑i∈IB ,m∈IP−IB Wim .
We consider also ∂Bs ⊂ ∂B which is defined as ∂Bs = ⋃h∈Is (∂Kh ∩ ∂B), Is ⊂ IB . There exists a relation
between ∂Bs and the set of Jim . We assume that a pair of indexes {i, m} is associated with ∂Bs if ∂Bs is a
border between subsystems i and m. Then, J (∂Bs) = ∑i∈Is , m∈Isi Jim .
With the help of the introduced functions, the balance of mass Eq. (4) interpreted in terms of continuum
is given by
M˙(B) + J (∂B) − C(B) = 0. (18)
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with the additional condition satisfied for arbitrary ∂Bs ⊂ ∂B
J (∂Bs) = J¯ (∂Bs). (19)
The balance of energy Eq. (7) expressed in terms of continuum is assumed in the following form:
E˙(B) + T˙ (B) + W (∂B) − R(B) = 0, (20)
with the additional condition satisfied for arbitrary ∂Bs ⊂ ∂B
W (∂Bs) = W¯ (∂Bs). (21)
Neglecting at the moment detailed representations of the below introduced quantities, we formulate also
the second law of thermodynamics as a supplementary postulate. This is given with the help of the balance
entropy expressed as
P(B) = S˙(B) + H(∂B) − N (B) ≥ 0 (22)
where S is entropy, H is efflux of entropy, and N stands for source of entropy. P represents production of this
quantity.
When we use particular representations of quantities which appear in (18)–(22), then we obtain a contin-
uum skeletal dynamical system appropriate for carrying out a dimensional reduction procedure applied to the
previously considered elementary dynamical system.
We consider here balance of mass and energy equations only in a similar way as in general considerations
for collection of dynamical systems discussed previously. Balance of momentum and balance of angular mo-
mentum equations are seen here as laws which are consequences of the balance of mass and energy equations.
However they are sometimes postulated independently. This is done especially in continuum mechanics. Such
a step is admissible also in the above considerations. However, the decision whether we should consider such
laws independently should follow from the particular method of modelling.
3.3 A particular type of the dimensional reduction procedure
Physical systems frequently can be characterized by variables of two types. The first one is related to slowly
varying and the second one to quickly varying processes. A well-known example is related to a system with
deformation and temperature considered within continuum mechanics.
Having this in mind, we illustrate here a general concept of creating foundations for continuum mechanics
basing on such a decomposition. Consequently, let us introduce a special case of πT = {πST , πQT } in which
two parts related to slowly and quickly varying variables are discriminated. As a result of this d(t) = πT (ϕ(t))
can be expressed as d = {dS, dQ} = {πST (ϕ), πQT (ϕ)}.












where i ∈ IN = {1, 2, . . . , N }, H is a Hamiltonian and fi is a force acting on i th material point. Let
q = {qi }, v = {vi }. Then, variables of our E DS take the form ϕ = {q, v}.
Such an option of the elementary dynamical system suggests the possibility of application of molecular
dynamics calculations for creation of physical foundations for continuum model. Consequently, we assume
in general that physical foundations for more averaged models, in particular continuum models, are better
expressible in smaller scale. This assumption seems to be natural since fundamental physics is related directly
to elementary particles and atoms. On the other hand, currently applied equations of more averaged continuum
models are based usually on assumptions related to considerable averaged processes. However, this averag-
ing is frequently based on intuition related to corresponding scale or experimental data related to averaged
processes. Then, we are not aware which processes are lost during this averaging by intuition. All this justifies
the general tendency to obtain better physical foundations following from atomistic models.
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Let us take a set of time instants t0 < t1 < · · · < tK which belong to the time interval T = [t0, t0+T ], tK =
t0 + T , and let IK = {0, 1, . . . , K }. By means of these instants, we divide the time interval into the sum





A value q˜0 = q(t0) is assigned to k = 0. With the aid of the sequence of values {q˜k}, k ∈ IK , we can generate
a function q˜(t) = Iq({q˜k}), where Iq is an approximation procedure. Now, we are able to decompose the
variable q(t) into two summands,
q(t) = q˜(t) + δq(t). (25)
Thus, q˜(t) represents the slowly varying part of q(t), and δq(t) its rapidly varying part.
The question is which properties should the approximation procedure Iq have in order to describe real
slowly varying process in accordance with the introduced set {qk}. A slowly varying variable should gradually
change its values between given points. This fact should be expressed by possible small values of the second
time derivatives. Consequently, the approximation procedure Iq could be defined as a process of finding a









q˜(τk) = q˜k, τk = 0.5(tk−1 + tk),
q˜(t) ∈ Cn, n ≥ 2, t ∈ T .
(26)
It should be expected also that
∫
Tk (q − q˜)dt =
∫
Tk δqdt ≈ 0, where “≈” means equality with an admissible
error. As a result of this decomposition, we are able to consider q˙(t) = ˙˜q(t) + δq˙(t). Decomposition defined
by (26) has been realized by means of a finite element approximation in [11].
Let At ({q, q˙}(t)) = {q˜, δq, ˙˜q, δq˙}(t). Let us introduce further special kinds of variables. Let they be
denoted by d = {dS, dQ}, dS = {dSC , dSξ , dSV } and dQ = {dQC , dQθ , dQV }, where dSC , dQC are called
configurational variables, dSV = d˙SC , dQV = d˙QC . It is admitted that not all d˙SC , d˙QC are present in the set
of variables dS, dQ . Some of them can be neglected. dSξ , dQθ are internal state variables.
Taking into account the above decompositions, we assume that there exist mappings πS and πQ which
give {dSC , dSξ } = πS ◦ At (ϕ(t)) and {dQC , dQθ } = πQ ◦ At (ϕ(t)). Let DSt ({dSC , dSξ }) = dS and
DQt ({dQC , dQθ }) = dQ . Then, the form of πT is determined by
πT = {πST , πQT } = {DSt ◦ πS ◦ At , DQt ◦ πQ ◦ At }. (27)
We introduce also the map π(ϕ0) = d0 which depends on πT by assumption that π(ϕ(t0)) = π(πT (ϕ(t)),
ϕ(t0) = ϕ0). By means of π , initial conditions can be transferred between scales.






Then, we have f˜(t) = I f (f˜k) with the help of an approximation procedure I f . Finally, we obtain the decom-
position
f(t) = f˜(t) + δf(t). (29)
Let Bt (f(t)) = {f˜(t), δf(t)} and πS f ◦ Bt (f(t)) = f¯S, πQ f ◦ Bt (f(t)) = f¯Q . Finally, we obtain the general
form of the map
π f T = {πS f ◦ Bt , πQ f ◦ Bt }. (30)
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In general, it is expected that mappings πT and π f T are not entirely independent. Structure of πT and
operator LT should have influence on the kind of dimensional reduction applied to f . Establishing possible
dependence between πT , π f T is very complicated in the general case. We postulate merely that there exist
relations RL(πT , π f T ) which join the considered two mappings. Consequently, it is assumed that in the case
of SQ decomposition RL = I , or in other words, the same procedures are represented by πT and π f T .
Accordingly, we have obtained the following decomposition of variables of the new dynamical system
d = {dS, dQ} = {dSC , dSξ , dSV , dQC , dQθ , dQV }.
With the help of SQ-decomposition of variables represented by mappings πT , π f T , we would like to obtain
premises for the determination of more detailed forms of Eqs. (12) and (13). However, we do not discuss here
any particular models.
The above discussion accentuates the difference in this approach and statistical mechanics approach where
a physical basis for continuum mechanics can also be created. In our case, all models are deterministic. The
method of averaging of solutions defines temperature for instance as related to averaging of quickly varying
processes. Thereby, we see that a precise definition of temperature on this way can be difficult but is important.
This is not stochastic averaging.
Let us note that temperature should be well defined also in case of deterministic models. Stochasticity in
this case is related rather to initial conditions. However, it is imaginable that we know such initial conditions
precisely. Then, temperature should be also well defined. Thereby, stochasticity should not be a necessary
condition for the definition of temperature. Let us also note that a formulation of stochastic approach in case
of a multiscale method represented by collection of dynamical systems has been discussed in [12].
We have already introduced two kinds of variables χh and Th for our continuum with finite-dimensional
fields. It means that SQ-decomposition is accepted in continuum description. Indeed, Th represents averaged
properties of quickly varying processes and χh the slowly varying ones.
We can introduce the following interpretation of the introduced variables dSC = {χh}, dSV = {χ˙h}, dSξ =
{ηh} as internal state variables, dQC = {Th}, dQθ = ∅, dQV = ∅. In the two last cases, we have neglected
internal state variables related to quickly varying processes and time derivative of temperature Th .
It is possible to deduce using also the form of EDS (23) that the balance of energy Eq. (20) can be expressed
in the form [9]
E˙(B) + T˙ (B) + WS(∂B) + WQ(∂B) − RS(B) − RQ(B) = 0. (31)
We can assume also that the balance of mass equation subsequently applied takes the simple form M˙h = 0.
The above equations lead to the determination of the continuum skeletal dynamical system by means of
application of particular representation of quantities in (31).
4 Nanoscale models
4.1 Importance of nanoscale models
The above discussed multiscale method of modelling provides a theoretical framework for the formulation of
various models in a unified way. Furthermore, the aim of this method is to provide convenient conditions for
transition from atomic scale to more averaged continuum models within one theoretical scheme.
As it was discussed previously, this transition is not easy since many physical processes at intermediate
scales can be continued. In order to overcome this obstacle, we should distinguish a particular scale which cor-
responds to a considerable set of such processes. We estimate that nanoscale models are appropriate for being
a bridge between atomistic models and more applicable continuum ones. This is so since many mechanisms
especially related to inelastic deformation are associated with nanoscale.
Consequently, we should elaborate a methodology in construction of nanoscale models. Two important
problems appear then. We have to do with some models of martensitic transformation for instance which could
be considered as nanoscale [13,14]. They are based on Landau theory. In such a case, the free energy is expressed
by means of polynomes [15]. This is not too convenient for modelling of larger class of phenomena. High de-
grees of polynomes which appear when modelled phenomena become more complex make the corresponding
description difficult to formulation and interpretation. Consequently, methods of defining of the free energy
function taking into account the complex geometrical shape of the graph of this function is the first problem.
We encounter at the nanoscale level phenomena in material leading to qualitatively different models. Let us
mention martensitic transformation and slip plasticity for instance. They represent two different mechanisms
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of inelastic deformation. Transition and interaction between them is very important in case when we elaborate
a more averaged model basing on nanoscale description. Thereby, we should solve additionally the problem
of unification of description considered within the same nanoscale approach. It seems that such a task could
be assigned to form the free energy.
Having in mind the above-discussed aspects of modelling, we would like to illustrate in the next subsec-
tions a methodology of construction of nanoscale models taking as an example conjugation of martensitic
transformation and slip plasticity.
4.2 Kinematical considerations
We try to introduce the methodology of nanoscale modelling within mechanics of materials. We should do it
also in the context of whole unified mechanics of materials presented in this paper. On the one hand, we should
place this model within collection of dynamical systems. On the other hand, nanoscale modelling is sufficiently
complex as such, and we should devote special attention especially to the methodology of constructing the
free energy function. Then, joining of both tasks would be too complicated and perhaps unclear. In order to
avoid such complications, we discuss concisely the context provided by collection of dynamical systems in
order to show where within this context further considerations on nanoscale modelling are placed.
We should distinguish first collection of dynamical systems for our description. We are going to consider
material as continuum for nanoscale modelling. Then, we can distinguish dynamical subsystems directly by
geometrical objects Kh which create the continuum and by variables determined on Kh and corresponding to
processes which happen in this scale. Consequently, the size of Kh and corresponding variables are chosen in
order to see particular important processes for the described phenomena.
The free energy within this context is a scalar quantity Fh assigned to the hth set Kh . However, relations
of Fh with other sets Kh′ are introduced by gradients of variables represented by functions ah discussed in
introduction of a continuum with finite-dimensional fields.
In this section, we do not apply directly subsystems in order to concentrate our attention on methodology of
constructing the free energy. Thereby, our free energy will be understood here as function assigned to a point X
of the continuum as F(X). Elaborated within the presented below methodology, the free energy function F(X)
can be next adapted to finite-dimensional description within collection of dynamical systems. Then, we obtain
Fh from F(X) and application of finite-dimensional fields. Let us note that by incorporation of the free energy
into balance of energy equations we can construct in fact a skeletal dynamical system (SDS) corresponding
to nanoscale model which can be next supported by an atomistic model. We can interpret also the nanoscale
finite-dimensional model as an elementary dynamical system (EDS) and apply it to the production of more
averaged models.
The scale of averaging assumed in the description presented here will be manifested by types of variables
introduced in relation to objects modelled. Complexity of form of the free energy also manifests the scale of
averaging by the fact which phenomena are described by the model. The formal approach expressed by the
precise definition of the structure of dynamical subsystems and its geometrical characteristics will be important
in future when formal numerical simulations should be carried out.
We consider here various kinematical aspects related to martensitic transformation and slip plasticity. The
whole description presented will not be complete. We accentuate rather a methodology here. Our discus-
sion is carried out taking into account properties of CuAl alloy as motivation for the description which has
representative properties for a large class of materials undergoing martensitic transformation.
The dominant feature which characterizes the martensitic transformation is a shear strain [16]. The marten-
sitic transformation is initiated when a critical shear stress is exceeded. Let us note that models describing
martensitic transformation can describe an averaged martensitic structure. However, a nanoscale model has to
see separate martensite variants [17,18].
In order to distinguish the characteristic shear strain corresponding to a given martensite variant, shear
systems are introduced. Let us consider first material in austenitic state. The I th shear system is represented
by a pair of orthonormal vectors dIμ, μ = 1, 2, I ∈ IS A. IS A consists of all indexes which determine all
distinguished shear systems related to austenite.
We denote by E the set of all Lagrangian strain tensors e expressed in a given base b = {b1, b2, b3}.
Measure of the shear strain in the I th shear system is given by
eI 12 = dI 1edI 2. (32)
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Directions of micrononhomogeneous shear for this structure are defined by dIμ, where I = (i j), μ = 1, 2.
(i j) define the plane in which the shear takes place. This can be expressed by means of bi , b j in which the shear
takes place. The vectors dIα are defined by formula d(i j)μ =
√
2
2 (bi + (−1)μb j ) for Cu Al alloy for instance.
We have introduced a system of multi-indices. The first one is I = (i j), next ones are J = (I, μ) and
K = (J, ν) = (I, μ, ν). I is defined by i, j = 1, 2, 3, i = j, μ, ν = 1, 2. The set IK contains all indexes K .
With the help of such indexes, all martensite variants are classified. In particular, the role of some additional
variables characterizing nonhomogeneous deformation related to index μ and internal rotations related to index
ν is accentuated.
Let us notice that a critical parameter for the initiation of slip is also a shear strain. Therefore, we introduce
additionally slip systems determined by a pair of unit and orthogonal vectors {mα, nα}, α ∈ ISL . Then, the
shear strain related to the slip system is given by
eαmn = mαenα. (33)
Difference between shear system and slip system rests on the interpretation of phenomena after exceeding a
critical strain. The martensite appears in I th shear system after exceeding a critical shear strain e∗I 12, and the
strain eI 12 is further developed. The strain eαmn is determined in an elastic region only. After exceeding a
critical strain, the situation changes qualitatively since slip appears. Slip on a slip surface is connected with
displacements defined on this surface of discontinuity. The mentioned displacements are an entirely different
kind of deformation measure. The measure of strain eαmn is not interpreted in {mα, nα} slip system beyond
the elastic region of austenite.
The elastic domain for austenite is expressed as a subset A ⊂ E . Furthermore, we discuss the elastic domain
of martensite MK ⊂ E and the spinodal region S ⊂ E . If e attains ∂ A, then the situation changes qualitatively.
The tensor e is not considered as full measure of deformation. Next, components have to be adjoined.
Taking into account properties of Cu Al alloy, we introduce nonhomogeneous deformation related to
nanoscale by means of vectors ξλ representing some shifts of atoms. Thus, we have
yλ = x + ξλ (34)
which reflect multicomponent properties of the material. Such a family of deformation functions can be next
approximated by one deformation function and relative displacement vectors.
The internal rotations are introduced by variables
aν = R−1(F − R)pν = (R−1F − 1)pν (35)
where pν represents pairs of vectors defining the position of interfaces, and F is the gradient of deformation.
The total domain is considered as D = A ∪ S ∪⋃K MK ⊂ E . The set S plays a special role. Its boundary
∂S determines critical conditions for the initiation of martensitic transformation or slip. Thus, we distinguish









∂SI is a criterion of I th kind of martensite initiation, and the form of ∂Sα is responsible for the beginning of








where ∂SK K ′ determines conditions for initiation of transformation of K th into K ′th martensite variant, ∂SK A
determines initiation of K th martensite variant into austenite, and ∂SKβ initiation of slip in β-slip system
determined in K th martensite variant.
At this moment, we consider also additional elastic regions MK . As a result, we have to define slip systems
in this kind of domain.
Let eK = 12 (FTK FK − 1) stand for the strain tensor corresponding to equilibrium of the K th variant of
martensite. The strain tensor e is defined with respect to undeformed austenite configuration. Slip systems in
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the K th martensite variant are determined by means of strain e˜K = 12 (F˜TK F˜K − 1) defined with respect to
undeformed martensite which corresponds to the gradient of deformation F˜K .
On the other hand, we would like to consider a common strain measure e on the whole domain. The gradient
of deformation can be expressed as F = F˜K FK . With the help of this we obtain
e = 1
2















FTK FK − 1
)
= FTK e˜K FK + eK . (38)
Consequently,
e˜K = (FTK )−1(e − eK )F−1K (39)
expresses e˜K with the help of known eK and varying e.
Let {mKβ, nKβ}, β ∈ ISL K represent the set of slip systems defined in MK . With the help of (39), we




−1(e − eK )F−1K
)
nKβ. (40)
Thus, we are able to express a critical strain condition for slip initiation with the help of (40). Then, ∂SKβ can
be determined.
The set ∂SK A can be defined with the help of the shear system introduced for austenite. Transformation
of austenite in the I th shear system leads to K th martensite variant, where I ⊂ K . However, for given I , we
have four martensite variants. They are connected with internal rotations RK which in turn depend on relative
displacement vectors.
The set ∂SK K ′ cannot be expressed with the help of the one shear system. Therefore, a more general situa-
tion should be considered. Let us notice that the shear system generates a one-dimensional path parameterized
by eI 12 in E . We could generalize this fact into a more general one-dimensional path.
Consequently, let us consider a one-dimensional path G(K , K ′) ⊂ E which joins equilibrium states of
K th and K ′th martensite variants. Then, the critical condition related to ∂SK K ′ would be defined by means of
G(K , K ′).
The measure of slip deformation is connected with a discontinuity of deformation function χ on the slip
surface. The slip surface S can be considered as composed of two material surfaces S+,S− associated with
two parts of the body. They are in contact on S. This follows from that two deformation functions χ+ and χ−
related to parts of the body on the “+” and on the “−” sides of S are considered.
The measure of slip on the slip surface is considered by means of slip displacement tangent to the slip
surface when they are small [19] and defined by
uS(x
−
S (t + s)) = χ+(X−, t + s) − χ−(X−, t + s). (41)
We have furthermore the property
duS
dt
= v+(X−, t) − v−(X−, t) = s(xS) (42)
which defines velocity of slip in the point xS of the surface.
Summarizing, we see that nanoscale description should have at its disposal an appropriate number of vari-
ables which enable us to see by the model phenomena corresponding to this scale. In this case, we have to do
with separate martensite variants and corresponding separate interfaces, slip surfaces and dynamical processes
associated with these objects.
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4.3 Free energy
In this subsection, we discuss the methodology of defining the free energy. This is done by considering the graph
of this function as fibre bundle spanned on characteristic geometrical elements having physical interpretation.
The here discussed model of plasticity is characterized by slip surfaces S. Discontinuity of deformation
function is the main feature related to these surfaces. The three-dimensional Lebesgue measure μ(
⋃
B(S)) = 0.
It means that almost the whole body is considered as a material in which no slips occur. Then, the physical
role of slip is transmitted to parts of the body by surface conditions as a kind of the boundary conditions. Such
a situation brings about the treatment of description of the martensitic transformation as of the first rank. Slips
are viewed to be a more advanced stadium of deformation. Then, for this nanoscale approach, the free energy
F has to comprise conditions for which slips are initiated. Consequently, the whole approach to description of
martensitic transformation conjugated with slip plasticity is concentrated around the free energy formulation.
The free energy function related to the nanoscale and motivated by properties of Cu Al alloy will be
introduced with the help of the following program:
(i) The skeleton of the free energy is based on geometrical objects distinguished in the crystal structure of
austenite and martensite. Geometrical objects related to the structure of austenite are:
– Bain axes,
– six different basal planes in undeformed state of austenite,
– twenty four habit planes,
– directions of nonhomogeneous in nanoscale shear which define a set of shear systems,
– a set of slip systems.
Geometrical objects related to the structure of martensite are:
– slip systems,
– paths of martensite–martensite transformation,
– positions of habit and twin type interfaces.
(ii) It is assumed that elastic properties of austenite and martensite are known. The free energy is defined in
the neighbourhood of the equilibrium of austenite and martensite as a positive definite quadratic form
with appropriate symmetry properties.
(iii) The boundaries of the elastic range for austenite and martensite are given as five-dimensional hyper-
surfaces in the space of strain E . In this region the phase transformation is initiated. Determination of
this surface is introduced with the aid of shear systems, slip systems and paths of martensite–martensite
transformation.
(vi) The main idea of shaping of the free energy rests on the expression of the graph of the free energy as a
fibre bundle spanned on the geometrical skeleton introduced.
(v) The first stage of construction of the free energy rests on defining its part which depends mainly on the
strain tensor.
(vi) The second stage consists in introducing relative displacement vectors in order to describe the evolution
of shuffles.
(vii) The third stage consists in taking into account internal rotations towards possible habit planes.
(viii) The last stage consists in introducing higher gradients of deformation based on a hierarchy of distin-
guished directions.
(ix) Dependence of the free energy on temperature and densities of inhomogeneities is introduced by plotting
separate elements which define the graph of the free energy with these variables.
We do not realize here whole of this program. We discuss here some aspects of this modelling in order to
illustrate the methodology applied. More details related to this program in case of martensitic transformation
have been discussed in [17,18].
Let Fi jkl(e) = ∂2 F∂ei j ∂ekl (e). We define a domain of elastic austenite A and the domain of elastic martensite
MK by means of the condition that the introduced function is positive definite.
The starting point for the determination of the free energy on the domain A is the positive definite function
F¯A = ci jklei j ekl . This function describes linearly elastic properties of austenite in a neighbourhood UA of
0 ∈ E, UA ⊂ int A. A function of this kind cannot be valid on the whole domain A since the quadratic form
Fi jkl has to be semipositive definite on ∂ A = ∂SA. It follows that F¯A should be modified on the domain
A − UA in order to change continuously its properties.
Consequently, there exists necessity of defining first ∂SA as an important element of the geometrical
skeleton of the free energy constructed.
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We define the set
Lc = {e : eB = {eBi j } = {pδi j }, e = keB, k ∈ R, p = 0}. (45)
We assume that PI ∩Lc = ∅,Pα ∩Lc = ∅ for each I and α. Formulas (43) and (44) define the set of conditions
imposed on the free energy function. In general, we assume that the form of PI and Pα is known or postulated.
Let us also introduce the set PA = ⋃I PI ∪
⋃
α Pα .
Let eD ∈ E and ||eD||E = 1 determine a direction in the space E . Let us also define the set [eD] = {e :
e = aeD, a ∈ R+}. The set of all [eD] is denoted by K D . With the help of the above defined sets, we introduce
functions αa : [eD] → R+ defined by αa(e) = a, e ∈ [eD], e = aeD and aA : K D → R+ defined with the
help of the formula
aA([eD]) = inf
a
{αa([eD] ∩ PA)}. (46)
By means of the last function, we define ∂SA as
∂SA = {e : e = aeD, a = aA([eD]), ||eD|| = 1}. (47)
Consequently, the remaining sets distinguished in the framework of ∂SA are defined as follows:
∂SI = ∂SA ∩ PI , ∂Sα = ∂SA ∩ Pα. (48)
At this moment, we introduce the construction of the graph of the free energy by means of fibre bundle
approach [20]. Basis and fibres are defined with the help of the here introduced geometrical skeleton.
First, we will express the domain A as a fibre bundle. Let AI : E → EI be a mapping which transforms
the strain tensor e in a given basis b into the strain tensor eI expressed in the basis dI = {dIα, dI 1 × dI 2} and
Aα : E → Eα transform the strain tensors into eα expressed in the basis {mα, nα, mα × nα}.
Let us introduce sets NI A = {e : 0 ≤ eI 12 ≤ e∗I 12, eI kl = 0}, NI S = {e : e∗I 12 ≤ eI 12 ≤ e∗∗I 12, eI kl =
0}, NI M = {e : e∗∗I 12 ≤ eI 12 ≤ eK 12, eI kl = 0}, NI = NI A ∪ NI S ∪ NI M and additionally
Nα =
{
e : 0 ≤ eαmn ≤ e∗αmn, eαi j = 0
}
. (49)
Let No = NI A − {0} and let h AI (eI 12) : ∂SA → f (eI 12), eI 12 ∈ No be a family of homeomorphisms
and the set
⋃
eI 12∈No f (eI 12) ∪ {0} = A be a decomposition of the domain A, f (e′I 12) ∩ f (e′′I 12) = ∅ for
e′I 12 = e′′I 12 ∈ No. Then, No = NI A − {0} can be viewed as a basis of a fibre bundle, and f (eI 12) are viewed
to be fibres. Finally, the domain A = ⋃eI 12∈No f (eI 12) ∪ {0} = No × ∂SA ∪ {0} is expressed as the fibre
bundle or generalized Cartesian product of No and ∂SA.
The graph of the function F is considered in E × R space. Let us introduce the following sets in this space:
B¯I A = {b¯I A : b¯I A = {e, F¯A(e)}, e ∈ NI A},
B¯αA = {b¯αA : b¯αA = {e, F¯A(e)}, e ∈ NαA}
and
F¯∂SA = {{e, F¯A(e)} : e ∈ ∂SA = f (e∗I 12)},
F¯ f (eI 12) = {{e, F¯A(e)} : e ∈ f (eI 12)}.




F¯ f (eI 12) = B¯I A × F¯∂SA (50)
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with projection in the bundle π(F¯ f (eI 12)) = {e, F¯A(e)} ∈ B¯I A, (AI (e))12 = eI 12. F¯A can be expressed
alternatively by Gr F¯A = B¯αA × F¯∂SA .
We postulate that Gr F¯A defined with the help of (50) contains also all B¯I A, B¯αA and F¯∂S, F¯ f (eI 12).
The function F¯A expresses elastic properties of austenite for e ∈ UA and has to be modified for e ∈ A−UA
in order to gradually attain appropriate properties on ∂SA. The concept of this modification consists in adding
a correction function C determined on A − UA. Accordingly, the modified function FA takes the form
FA =
{
F¯A, e ∈ UA
F¯A + C, e ∈ A − UA . (51)
The graph of the function C is defined as follows:
GrC =
{ {e, 0}, e ∈ UA, eI 12 ≤ e¯I 12 = NI A ∩ ∂UA
{e, CeI 12(e)}, e ∈ f (eI 12), e¯I 12 < eI 12 < e∗I 12 . (52)
We assume that the following conditions are fulfilled by the modified function:
∂2(F¯A + C)
∂n2(eI 12)
(e) = 0, e ∈ ∂SA ∩ NI A, (53)
∂2(F¯A + C)
∂n2(eαmn)






represent differentiation in tangent to NI A and Nα directions in the given point
e ∈ ∂SA ∩ NI A or e ∈ ∂SA ∩ Nα , respectively. Furthermore, FAi jkl is semipositive definite on the whole ∂SA.
Let BI A = {bI A : bI A = {e, FA(e)} : e ∈ NI A}, F f (eI 12) = {{e, (F¯A + C)(e)} : e ∈ f (eI 12)}
and F∂SA = {{e, (F¯A + C)(e)} : e ∈ ∂SA}. Then, the graph of the function FA can be expressed as
Gr FA = BI A × F∂SA =
⋃
e∈No F f (eI 12).
As similar construction will be carried out for the free energy function determined on the domain MK .
Situation becomes more complicated since criteria of the determination of ∂SK are not so clear. We have
assumed that ∂SK is determined by its general form given by (37).
We define the set L K c accompanied by the isotropic part of strain of K th martensite variant as follows:
L K c = {e : e˜BK i j = pδi j , e˜K = ke˜BK , p = 0, k ∈ R} (55)
where p is a given value.
Determination of PKβ is related to slip systems introduced for the K th variant of martensite {mKβ, nKβ}














The hypersurface PK A related to the path connected with K th martensite variant to austenite transformation














This hypersurface is defined in the same way as (43). PK A contains A−1I (e∗∗I ) while PI contains A−1I (e∗I ).
As it was discussed previously, there is also a possible transformation of K th to K ′th martensite vari-
ant. However, this does not happen in one slip system. Therefore, we define first a one-dimensional path
G(K , K ′) ⊂ E which joins equilibrium states of martensities determined by eK and eK ′ . We try to define
PK K ′ with the help of G(K , K ′). We introduce some simplified assumptions. First, PK K ′ is flat, and it is a
five-dimensional hyperplane.
In the considered case, PK K ′ is expressed in a general form as follows:
PK K ′ = {e : Di j ei j + Do = 0}. (58)
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We have to determine six coefficients Di j . There are some premises in order to do it. First, PK K ′ ||L K c
gives one equation related to Di j . It is expected that a value e∗ ∈ G(K , K ′)∩∂SK is attainable by experiments
for a well-defined path G(K , K ′). Other constants could be a result of analysis of transversality conditions
between G(K , K ′) and PK K ′ in the point e∗.
Let us define the set PK = ⋃β PKβ ∪PK A ∪
⋃
K ′ PK K ′ by analogy to considerations related to austenite.
In order to define ∂SK , we introduce the function
aK ([e˜K D]) = inf
a
{αa([e˜K D] ∩ PK )}. (59)
Thereby, we have an analogy of PK with PA for austenite. Consequently, {mKβ, nKβ}, β ∈ ISL K have, by
assumption, the status of well-defined slip systems in accordance with the form of the free energy.
Finally, we define
∂SK = {e : e˜K = ae˜K D, a = aK ([e˜K D]), ||e˜K D|| = 1} (60)
and next
∂SKβ = ∂SK ∩ PKβ, ∂SK A = ∂SK ∩ PK A, ∂SK K ′ = ∂SK ∩ PK K ′ . (61)
At this moment, we are able to introduce the procedure of defining the graph of the free energy on
MK domain by means of fibre bundles. Let NβK = {e : 0 ≤ eKβmn ≤ e∗Kβmn} and NβK − {0K } =
NK o. Let hK (eKβmn) : ∂SK → f (eKβmn), eKβmn ∈ NK o be family of homeomorphisms. Then, MK =⋃
eKβmn∈NK o f (eKβmn)∪ {0K } = NK o × ∂SK ∪ {0K } is expressed as a generalization of the Cartesian product
of NK o and ∂SK .
We introduce the function F¯K = cK i jkl e˜K i j e˜K kl which describes the elastic properties of the K th variant
of martensite in UK domain, 0K ∈ UK ⊂ int MK ,
B¯βK = {b¯K : b¯K = {e, F¯K (e)}, e ∈ NβK },
F¯∂SK = {{e, F¯K (e)} : e ∈ ∂SK },
F¯ f (eKβmn) = {{e, F¯K (e)} : e ∈ f (eKβmn)}.




F¯ f (eKβmn) = B¯βK × F¯∂SK . (62)
The next stage of defining FK consists in modification F¯K on the MK − UK domain. This is carried out
in a similar way as for austenite by
FK =
{
F¯K , e ∈ UK
F¯K + CK , e ∈ MK − UK (63)
where the graph of the function CK is defined by
GrCK =
{ {e, 0}, e ∈ UK
{e, CK (e)}, e ∈ f (eKβmn), e¯Kβmn ≤ eKβmn ≤ e∗Kβmn . (64)
We assume that FK satisfies the following conditions on ∂SK :
∂2(F¯K + CK )
∂n2(eKβmn)
(e) = 0, e ∈ ∂SK ∩ NβK , (65)
∂2(F¯K + CK )
∂n2(eK 12)
(e) = 0, e ∈ ∂SK ∩ NI M , (66)
∂2(F¯K + CK )
∂n2(G(K , K ′))
(e) = 0, e ∈ ∂SK ∩ G(K , K ′). (67)
Furthermore, the quadratic form FK i jkl is semipositive definite on the whole domain ∂SK .
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Let BK = {bK : bK = {e, FK (e)}, e ∈ NβK }, F f (eKβmn) = {{e, (F¯K + CK )(e)} : e ∈ f (eKβmn)}
and F∂SK = {{e, (F¯K + CK )(e)} : e ∈ ∂SK }. Finally, the graph of the free energy FK on the domain MK is
defined by Gr FK = BK × ∂F∂SK =
⋃
e∈NK o F f (eKβmn).
The form of the free energy function FS defined on the S domain is more generally determined. It follows
from the fact that it is necessary to have more detailed information about properties of this function on the set S.
Therefore, we assume only general properties for this part of the free energy. Consequently, we assume
that the following conditions are satisfied by this function:


























where BI S should be postulated.





FA, e ∈ A
FK (RK ), e ∈ MK
FS, e ∈ S
. (69)
The formula (69) determines the form of the free energy for which austenite and martensite coexist in
equilibrium states. However, if temperature increases, we obtain a pseudoelasticity phenomenon. It lies in the
necessity of maintaining stress in order to have stable martensite. It means that no martensite exists if stress is
equal to zero. Further increasing of temperature leads to elastic austenite only. On the other hand, decreasing
of temperature brings about vanishing austenite state. Then, elastic martensite variants exist only. Dependence
of the free energy on temperature should reflect above mentioned changes.
In general, the dependence of F on temperature is introduced by ci jkl(T ), cK jikl(T ), C(T ), CK (T ), UA(T ),
UK (T ) and ∂S(T ).
These quantities can also be plotted with other kinds of variables. We can introduce for instance inhomo-
geneities described by ρ which can affect additionally conditions for slip initiation.
Relative displacement vectors describing shuffles and internal rotations of martensite variants described by
variables (34), (35) need additional terms of the free energy [17,18]. We do not discuss here it for simplicity.
However, they are important. Relative displacement vectors determine a kind of internal rotation which the
previously formed structure determined by the strain tensor can attain. In this case, we have to do with bifur-
cation on the path of relative displacement vectors evolution and also on the path of internal rotation evolution
[17,18]. Furthermore, the relative displacement vectors can introduce new quality. They are able to describe
two-path stress-induced martensitic transformation [21].
Nonlocal effects can additionally be introduced. Such a description depends on higher order derivatives
of the introduced variables. In nanoscale such an approach can be justified. This is the case especially when
martensitic interfaces are moving.
Summarizing we have discussed a rather complex method of shaping of the free energy function graph.
However, this method is clear physically since geometrical elements which define the fibre bundle have clear
physical interpretation which seems to be an advantage in comparison with the Landau method. Furthermore,
the number of phenomena which can be modelled on this way considerably increases. Thereby, we have attained
both previously mentioned aims: clear interpretation of geometry of the free energy graph and unificational
properties of this function.
Let us also note that the fibre manifold as graph of the function can be generated by numerical simulations.
Thereby, this method seems to be convenient for the creation of conditions for numerical simulations of the
whole material behaviour.
Considerable number of constants of this model can be difficult for identification on experimental way.
However, when we apply molecular dynamics equations as EDS, then constants could be calculated by nu-
merical simulations. Furthermore, considerable amount of data provided by molecular dynamics simulations
could be collected in form of particular nanoscale models with identified on numerical way constants.
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4.4 Role of the free energy for unified description of various phenomena
When processes in the material are associated with small deformation, then usually we have to do with elas-
ticity. However, when deformation increases various phenomena can appear. Consequently, many phenomena
can be initiated on the boundary of the elastic region. Thereby, defining the set ∂SA is of key importance for
the free energy related to the considered set of phenomena.
We have defined previously hypersurfaces PI and Pα as in (43) and (44). They define parts of the set ∂SA.
By this step, we have unification of martensitic transformation with slip plasticity.
We can introduce by analogy fracture systems, for instance, defined by vectors characterizing tension
within the material. Then, the corresponding hypersurface PFr could also be a part of the set ∂SA [22]. Then,
on this region, brittle fracture could be initiated.
Summarizing, by considerations of the free energy graph as a manifold, we can specify geometrical elements
responsible for the description of various phenomena. Therefore, this method of defining the free energy
function seems to be convenient also for unification of various descriptions related to the same nanoscale level.
5 On the possibility of extension of the multiscale modelling towards scale lower than atomistic one
We understand transition to atomistic scale within mechanics of materials usually by application of molecular
dynamics method. However, this method is based on the averaged effect of electronic processes leading to
the determination of potential describing interactions between nuclei. In this case, electronic processes are
considered in fact as relatively less important than motion of nuclei.
Let us notice that long-lasting biological evolution leads to homeothermal systems. This means that nuclei
motions are in fact subordinated to the remaining part of the dynamical system. This remaining part corresponds
to electronic structure. It means that physical description of electronic processes is perhaps not sufficiently
good within existing theories. Let us mention also that the existence of biological evolution as such is not
described by fundamental physical theories.
The last statements suggest that also mechanics of materials perhaps depends to a larger degree on an
appropriate description of electronic processes as well as on models of conjugation of electronic processes and
nuclei motion. In particular, molecular dynamics method should then be modified in order to take into account
particular electronic effects.
In order to overcome the mentioned difficulties of fundamental theories, vacuum medium mechanics is
introduced by the author. Effects of the vacuum medium mechanics on the description of biological processes
including driven force for biological evolution based on elementary particle processes are discussed in [23–25]
(see also references in these papers related directly to vacuum medium mechanics).
Let us notice that currently developed biomechanics applies descriptions corresponding to various biologi-
cal structures. These descriptions were usually developed previously for mechanics of materials. Let us mention
mechanics of composites for instance. Thereby, the described biological structures are not seen within descrip-
tion as living structures. This means that physics of corresponding objects is considered in a too simplified way.
Let us notice also that biological evolution with the driven force placed on the most fundamental level is
able to organize structures which in turn are able to response on large-scale external interactions including
usual loading as in engineering constructions. Then, biological structures are elaborated by evolution towards
resistance against a large variety of external loadings related also to various scales. It seems that biomechanics
should be able to describe just such effects having also in its description the awareness that describing struc-
tures are living ones. This in turn means that we should have at our disposal a multiscale method of modelling
which takes into account also the most fundamental interactions.
Within this Sect. 1 we state that multiscale method of modelling presented in this work is formulated on a
way which is able to take into account in future also results of vacuum medium mechanics by formal incorpo-
ration of it into one theoretical scheme. This statement seems perhaps too speculative. However, considerable
efforts already have been done in order to make such a possibility real in future [23–25].
Consequently, by steps presented in this paper, we try to provide the context for construction in future of
unified mechanics of condensed matter in cooperation with various type materials. This leads also to a multidis-
ciplinary character of this kind of unified mechanics. It seems that nanotechnology needs just this kind of theory.
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6 Summarizing comments on the methodology applied to the formulation of unified mechanics
of materials
Let us describe concisely the procedure of constructing a multiscale model of mechanics of materials accen-
tuating methodology related to various steps.
Let us assume that we have at our disposal the possibility of molecular dynamics simulations of behavior of
a material at the atomic scale. It means that we have determined an elementary dynamical system (EDS) which
means in turn that we have determined equations describing the evolution of atomic nuclei in a determined
electronic potential.
We would like to obtain a nanoscale model of this material. This means that we should determine corre-
sponding skeletal dynamical system SDS. This needs in turn determination of collection of dynamical systems
within EDS. The option of dynamical subsystems should be consistent with the scale of SDS. We assume that
the nanoscale model should be a continuum model. Then, we should determine a set of geometrical objects
{Kh} which next approximate our body. The geometrical objects {Kh} should be consistent with distinguished
collection of dynamical systems in order to obtain in a possible natural way a mapping G K leading to an
appropriate approximation of our body.
Let us notice that we try to construct a continuum model with finite-dimensional fields. This means that
we do not need the discretization procedure usually applied to continuum mechanics models. Direct finite-
dimensional modelling is associated with the methodology of approximation of physical processes.
This kind of approximation differs from continuum models with infinite-dimensional fields. Let us note
that frequently continuum models have not determined the scale of averaging. However, they have a precisely
developed mathematical formulation. Let us mention models where micropolar effects are taken into account.
We have then a precise mathematical apparatus, and we are able to obtain theorems within such theories.
However, then connection with reality is not well maintained. It is difficult for instance to interpret rotations
considered in fact in infinite small scale. Then, various proofs within formalism also are not bounded by minimal
size related to scale. Such proofs are formally correct, but their connection with reality is difficult to maintain.
It seems that our cognition of reality is efficient only for finite-dimensional description. This is so since our
neural network is finite dimensional. Therefore, finite-dimensional approximation of real processes seems to be
more appropriate. This is so also since our continuum model is simpler than finite-dimensional molecular dy-
namics equations. Therefore, corresponding fields of SDS should have smaller dimension than corresponding
EDS. Infinite-dimensional descriptions of reality are perhaps a challenge for our brain related to a future.
Consequently, within our methodology, we postulate approximation of real processes in a continuum within
sets Kh by appropriate option of variables in a consistent way with previously assumed EDS or postulated
directly in case when the nanoscale model will be considered as EDS. Then, variables describe a state within
Kh and continuum fields approximate these states in each point of the continuum. By such a step, we can
consider various interactions including also nonlocal effects for instance.
The option of variables for a nanoscale model depends on the phenomenon which we would like to describe.
This can be done by direct postulate in case when our nanoscale model is considered as EDS. In case when
our model is considered as SDS, variables can be postulated with the aid of motivations given by mappings π
which provide connections with EDS.
Constitutive equations are also associated with quantities introduced on Kh . In particular, they can express
nonlocal interactions. This in turn depends on the introduction of higher gradients. Higher gradients can be
introduced in formal way by means of mappings ah which are next useful for defining continuum fields.
Sometimes more fine effects related even to smaller scale should be taken into account. We can apply then
internal state variables which will create in part the SDS.
Let us note that sometimes we are forced to describe phenomena which are not homogeneously distributed
within Kh . Let us mention slip surface for instance. Then, Kh can be divided into parts after exceeding some
critical conditions by processes. Then, we have to realize the transition to a qualitatively new model. Then,
some critical conditions are responsible for correct cooperation of various nanoscale models.
The critical conditions can be frequently expressed by means of the free energy. Therefore, we have dis-
cussed previously the methodology of constructing this function taking into account its unificational role for
various phenomena on the same level of description related to a given scale. Consequently, the previously
formulated method of determining the free energy should be adjusted to collection of dynamical system by
appropriate redefinition of variables taking into account the discrete character of description, introduction of
gradients by means of mappings ah and creating appropriate relations with continuum fields introduced.
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Let us also notice that from the finite size of Kh follows that application of additional variables for the
description of the state of material within Kh seems to be more convenient than application of higher gradients.
All above steps should lead to determination of SDS for nanoscale models. Then, corresponding SDS
together with mappings π should take place in elaboration of the reduced dynamical system RDS by means
of EDS. It is admissible to consider the postulated nanoscale model as independent with constants determined
by some experiments. Such a model can be also considered as EDS for more averaged models of inelastic
deformation.
One suggests that more averaged models, frequently applied in engineering, should be three-scale models.
First level is atomic one. The second level of description would be represented by nanoscale models. Then,
more averaged models would be elaborated with the aid of nanoscale EDS. This means that the dimension of
fields for engineering models of mechanics of materials should be considerably lower than that one related
to nanoscale. As a result of this, no discretization procedure would be applied. The larger-scale model would
obtain physical interpretation following from lower scale. All critical conditions for transition between models
of the same scale would be obtained also with the aid of premises better justified physically and following
from smaller scale. All this should provide a context for the determination of the range of validity of various
models for the same scale and possibility of numerical cooperation between them.
7 Conclusions
In this paper, we have discussed a way of development of the rational mechanics which would take into account
the whole material starting from atomistic scale by transition sequentially to larger and larger scale. By this
approach, we have a hope to elaborate a unified mechanics of materials which would provide a consistent
theoretical framework for future numerical simulations of the whole material. In other words, we tend to a
theory with large range of validity.
This property should be attained by the possibility of transition between various scales as well as by the
determination of range of the validity of submodels by a set of critical conditions. Then, transition between
various models within the same scale could be also possible. Such conditions ensure that we need not to stop
numerical simulations in case of violating the critical condition of validity for a given model.
This approach is aimed at introducing of engineering for various scales including nanoscale in a systemati-
cal way. The term “systematical way” means that we would be able to realize a design of devices, constructions
and manufacturing processes by means of a unified theory and complex numerical simulations. Then, design
criteria also could be defined within the theoretical approach in relation to various scales.
Such an engineering is observed in biological systems where molecular structures are undoubtedly de-
signed in an unknown manner using criteria following from various scales. We should tend towards obtaining
such possibilities.
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